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￭ Speech Master is a tool for recording and editing phonograms ￭ Phonogram analyzing and
enhancement ￭ Compressing speech and sound with several original compression algorithms ￭
Ability to work with very big phonograms by recording directly to hard disk ￭ Any item in the
dictionary has the accompanying text. This allows to search dictionaries for the specified text. Any
item in the dictionary could be easy located and played back ￭ Storing compressed data in the form
of the dictionaries. ￭ Ability to work with very big phonograms by recording directly to hard disk ￭
Ability to recover very big archives by writing only the generated dictionaries ￭ Automatic pause
detection and restoration during playback that allows significantly increase the compression ratio. ￭
Storing compressed data in the form of the dictionaries. ￭ Ability to work with very big phonograms
by recording directly to hard disk ￭ Any item in the dictionary has the accompanying text. This
allows to search dictionaries for the specified text. Any item in the dictionary could be easy located
and played back ￭ Storing compressed data in the form of the dictionaries. ￭ Ability to work with
very big phonograms by recording directly to hard disk ￭ Ability to recover very big archives by
writing only the generated dictionaries ￭ Ability to record sound and play back after the compression
and while the compression is running ￭ Any item in the dictionary has the accompanying text. This
allows to search dictionaries for the specified text. Any item in the dictionary could be easy located
and played back ￭ Any item in the dictionary has the accompanying text. This allows to search
dictionaries for the specified text. Any item in the dictionary could be easy located and played back ￭
Automatic pause detection and restoration during playback that allows significantly increase the
compression ratio. ￭ Storing compressed data in the form of the dictionaries. ￭ Ability to work with
very big phonograms by recording directly to hard disk ￭ Any item in the dictionary has the
accompanying text. This allows to search dictionaries for the specified text. Any item in the
dictionary could be easy located and played back ￭ Storing compressed data in the form of the
dictionaries. ￭ Ability to work with very big phonograms by recording directly to hard disk ￭ Ability
to recover very big
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Keymacro allows writing macros for speech compressing/decompressing without loss of time. For
instance, creating a loop of key pressing for more than one value: 1. Get 2 keyboard keys. 2. Write
the name of the first key. 3. Press the first key. 4. Write the name of the second key. 5. Press the
second key. ... In this way you can save much time. Following is the list of keymacro commands: ￭
KEYMACRO "COPY" Command for copying the input value. ￭ KEYMACRO "DEC" Command for
copying the input value with delay of one second. ￭ KEYMACRO "TIME" Command to update the
value stored in the dictionary. ￭ KEYMACRO "TEST" Command to display the value stored in the
dictionary. ￭ KEYMACRO "REST" Command for restoring the value stored in the dictionary. ￭
KEYMACRO "SENDC" Command for sending the keymacs values to all selected groups. ￭
KEYMACRO "GROUP" Command for selecting a group of groups. ￭ KEYMACRO "SHIFT" Command
for changing the selected group. ￭ KEYMACRO "DESC" Command for displaying the list of values for
each key. ￭ KEYMACRO "CLEAR" Command to clear all information stored in the dictionary. ￭
KEYMACRO "SET" Command to set one or more values. ￭ KEYMACRO "OPEN" Command to start to
work with the opened file. ￭ KEYMACRO "CLS" Command to end the program. ￭ KEYMACRO
"CANCEL" Command to stop working with the opened file. Limitations: ￭ Keymacro is a 32-bit
application and can be use in any of 32-bit environment. Keymacro can work in any 32-bit windows
environment (XP, 2003, Vista,...), which includes 32-bit programs and 64-bit programs. Keymacro is
free to download and use. It doesn't contain any spyware, virus, adware, spyware or other malicious
programs. Please contact us if you want to know more information about keymacro. License:
Keymacro is freeware application 2edc1e01e8
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1) Audio Sample Rate 2) Bit Depth 3) Channels 4) Mono/Stereo 5) Record 6) Recording Time 7)
Sample Size 8) Time Stamp 9) Unit 10) Volume 11) SupportDictFile 12) SupportPassword MACRO
Description: 1) Compression algo 2) Compression Type 3) Optimization 4) Sample Rate 5)
Stereo/Mono 6) Speex This is a speech conversion utility. It's a tool to convert speech from one
format to another. For example, it is possible to convert AVI files to MP3 files. Key Features: 1) For
each file, only one or several files at one time. 2) Support more file formats. 3) Support more kind of
formats conversion. 4) Support more way to convert audio format. 5) Support more language (you
can choose the language in the dialog box). 6) Support more language pronunciation. MultiMedia is
a powerful application for manipulating and analyzing multimedia files. Key Features: - 8-bit audio
(PCM) playback with frequency range selection - synchronous playback of multiple audio streams,
mono or stereo - playback of various multimedia data in lossless form - playback of waveform data in
lossless form - lossless audio data compression - playback of audio data in a variety of formats: Ogg,
Matroska, FLAC, M4A, WAV, MP3, AAC, WMA, WAV, FLAC, AIFF, AU, AC3, AIFF, AU, MP3, AAC,
WAV, WMA, AAC, FLAC, M4A, OGG, MP3, AAC, AAC, AIFF, AU, AC3, OGG, WAV, WMA, MP3, FLAC,
M4A, OGG, FLAC, MP3, AAC, WAV, FLAC, M4A, OGG, MP3, AAC, WAV, WMA, MP3, FLAC, OGG,
MP3, AAC, AAC, AIFF, MP3, FLAC, OGG, WMA, MP3, WAV, WMA, MP3, FLAC, AAC, MP3, WAV,
WMA, MP3, FLAC, MP3, OGG, FLAC, M4
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What's New in the?

Speech Master is a powerful application for speech and sound processing and compression. Speech
Master is very useful tool for anyone who wants to organize their sound data in compressed
archives. The quality of the compressed speech is very high and the algorithms was specially
developed for the high quality multimedia systems. Here are some key features of "Speech Master":
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￭ Recording and editing sound phonograms (mono, 11,22,44 kHz, 8 or 16 bits); ￭ Phonogram
analyzing and enhancement (histogram view, companding, filtering, etc.) ￭ Compressing speech and
sound with several original compression algorithms: - lossy speech compression more then 8,5 or 17
times for 11 kHz 8 or 16 bits phonograms; - lossless sound compression for all frequencies 8 bits
phonograms; - lossy speech compression more then 8,8 or 17,6 times for 22 kHz 8 or 16 bits
phonograms; - storing all frequencies 8 or 16 bits phonograms without detected pauses. ￭ Automatic
pause detection and restoration during playback that allows significantly increase the compression
ratio. ￭ Storing compressed data in the form of the dictionaries. ￭ Any item in the dictionary has the
accompanying text. This allows to search dictionaries for the specified text. Any item in the
dictionary could be easy located and played back. ￭ Ability to work with very big phonograms by
recording directly to hard disk. Limitations: ￭ 20 test compressions Knowledge and understanding of
compression methods in audio, principles of audios processing, or algorithms of realtime audio, etc.
is required. Audio (Sine waves) compression and decompression is based on discrete cosine
transforms (DCT), and they are the most frequently used transforms in audio compression. We can
find different DCT-based audio algorithms in different domains of audio compression. Also, to get the
sound of a PC we need to apply filtering, noise reduction and background reduction. We can do that
in computer with our sound card and hardware. Speech compression may be done with any audio
compression algorithms, but the most effective are LPC and ACELP. We can use algorithm and
compression module of speech synthesizer. There is also speech analyzer and automatic speech
recognizer. Knowledge and understanding of compression methods in audio, principles of audios
processing, or algorithms of realtime audio, etc. is required. Audio (Sine waves) compression and
decompression is based on discrete cosine transforms (DCT), and they are the most frequently used
transforms in audio compression. We can find different DCT-based audio algorithms in different
domains of audio compression. Also, to get the sound of a PC we need to apply filtering



System Requirements For Speech Master:

Minimum System Requirements: Operating System: OS X 10.10 or later Processor: Intel Core i3, i5,
i7 Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: Radeon HD Graphics 5000 DirectX: Version 11 Network:
Broadband Internet Connection * Internet connectivity, audio system, and display requirements vary
by game. How to play: User Account: – Create an account at Battle.net – Read and accept the End
User License Agreement (EUL
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